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Week 1 : Assignment 1
The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Submitted assignment

Which of the following seems like conversation in an online chat forum?

 “Differing concepts have been in use in different European countries, such
as ‘mobbing’ (Leymann, 1996; Zapf et al., 1996), ‘harassment’ (Björkqvist et
al., 1994), ‘bullying’ (Einarsen and Skogstad, 1996; Rayner, 1997; Vartia,
1996), ‘victimisation’ (Einarsen and Raknes, 1997) and ‘psychological terror’
(Leymann, 1990a)”

 “Bullying can have serious repercussions. Victims of bullying may feel
angry or helpless and experience a loss of confidence. Additionally, bullying
can cause physical side effects, including an inability to sleep, loss of appetite,
headaches, or panic attacks.

 “I have found somewhere to connect with others who may understand. As it
is hard to speak to anyone as some of my friends are parents at the school
where I'm being bullied (so i can't talk to them) - I am a teacher being bullied
by two of my colleagues (one is the leader) and now my immediate boss also.” 

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:
“I have found somewhere to connect with others who may understand. As it is hard
to speak to anyone as some of my friends are parents at the school where I'm being
bullied (so i can't talk to them) - I am a teacher being bullied by two of my colleague
(one is the leader) and now my immediate boss also.” 

Which of the following seems like a paragraph from an article in a peer
reviewed journal?

 “Differing concepts have been in use in different European countries, such
as ‘mobbing’ (Leymann, 1996; Zapf et al., 1996), ‘harassment’ (Björkqvist et
al., 1994), ‘bullying’ (Einarsen and Skogstad, 1996; Rayner, 1997; Vartia,
1996), ‘victimisation’ (Einarsen and Raknes, 1997) and ‘psychological terror’
(Leymann, 1990a)”

 “Bullying can have serious repercussions. Victims of bullying may feel
angry or helpless and experience a loss of confidence. Additionally, bullying
can cause physical side effects, including an inability to sleep, loss of appetite,
headaches, or panic attacks.”

 “I have found somewhere to connect with others who may understand. As it
is hard to speak to anyone as some of my friends are parents at the school
where I'm being bullied (so i can't talk to them) - I am a teacher being bullied
by two of my colleagues (one is the leader) and now my immediate boss also.”
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Accepted Answers:
“Differing concepts have been in use in different European countries, such as
‘mobbing’ (Leymann, 1996; Zapf et al., 1996), ‘harassment’ (Björkqvist et al., 1994)
‘bullying’ (Einarsen and Skogstad, 1996; Rayner, 1997; Vartia, 1996), ‘victimisation
(Einarsen and Raknes, 1997) and ‘psychological terror’ (Leymann, 1990a)”

Which of the following seems like a paragraph from an article in a
magazine?

 “Differing concepts have been in use in different European countries, such
as ‘mobbing’ (Leymann, 1996; Zapf et al., 1996), ‘harassment’ (Björkqvist et
al., 1994), ‘bullying’ (Einarsen and Skogstad, 1996; Rayner, 1997; Vartia,
1996), ‘victimisation’ (Einarsen and Raknes, 1997) and ‘psychological terror’
(Leymann, 1990a)”

 “Bullying can have serious repercussions. Victims of bullying may feel
angry or helpless and experience a loss of confidence. Additionally, bullying
can cause physical side effects, including an inability to sleep, loss of appetite,
headaches, or panic attacks.”

 “I have found somewhere to connect with others who may understand. As it
is hard to speak to anyone as some of my friends are parents at the school
where I'm being bullied (so i can't talk to them) - I am a teacher being bullied
by two of my colleagues (one is the leader) and now my immediate boss also.”

Accepted Answers:
“Bullying can have serious repercussions. Victims of bullying may feel angry or
helpless and experience a loss of confidence. Additionally, bullying can cause
physical side effects, including an inability to sleep, loss of appetite, headaches, or
panic attacks.”

When you begin the writing process, your task includes:

 Analysis, classification, comparison, etc.
 Explanation, summary, recommendation, etc.

Accepted Answers:
Analysis, classification, comparison, etc.

When you begin the writing process, your purpose includes:

 Analysis, classification, comparison, etc. 
 Explanation, summary, recommendation, etc.

Accepted Answers:
Explanation, summary, recommendation, etc.

Which of the following reflects a flowery style of communication?

 Oh! He’s a widely known, well respected, grand old man.
 Pick up the table.
 What you are saying may be relatively significant in a different context.

Accepted Answers:
Oh! He’s a widely known, well respected, grand old man.
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Which of the following reflects an indirect style of communication?

 Oh! He’s a widely known, well respected, grand old man.
 Pick up the table.
 What you are saying may be relatively significant in a different context.

Accepted Answers:
What you are saying may be relatively significant in a different context.

Which of the following reflects a straightforward style of communication?

 Oh! He’s a widely known, well respected, grand old man.
 Pick up the table.
 What you are saying may be relatively significant in a different context.

Accepted Answers:
Pick up the table.


